Results for America is helping decision makers at all levels of government harness the power of evidence and data to solve our world’s great challenges. Our mission is to make investing in what works the new normal, so that when government policy makers make decisions, they start by seeking the best evidence and data available, then use what they find to get better results. We accomplish this goal by developing standards of excellence which highlight the government infrastructure necessary to be able to invest in what works, supporting policy makers committed to investing in what works, and enlisting champions committed to investing in what works.
Executive Summary

A uniquely American asset—our colleges and universities—has great untapped potential to increase opportunity and improve the lives of Americans. No country has a system like ours, which includes an unparalleled share of the world’s best research universities, distinguished liberal arts colleges, and community colleges that offer practical and affordable education, training, and second chances to millions.

Colleges and universities can be pillars supporting our efforts both to fuel economic growth and to strengthen our civic ties. Wages barely budged for a typical family between 2000 and 2016, after inflation.1 Only half of American workers born in the 1980s earn more than their parents did a generation ago.2 The changing nature of work and the rapid pace of automation add substantial uncertainty to the job market.3 Finally, America’s current civic picture is also disturbing, with historically low levels of trust in one another and in government institutions, a continued decline in volunteering, voting, and participation in community projects and organizations, and increased tensions in American communities.4

Fortunately, higher education institutions have identified a growing number of potential tools to help students thrive in college and graduate prepared for more demanding careers and civic participation. These range from new approaches to student coaching to innovative ways to teach math through software. Among policy makers, there is growing support for applying evidence of what works to make better use of taxpayer dollars and solve persistent policy problems. For example, the bipartisan Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015 requires states and school districts to better identify and apply what works to improve K-12 schools.

As a Democrat and a Republican, the authors of this report may not agree on everything, but we both believe that the strategic use of data and evidence can help many more college students succeed. Achieving this goal also helps to promote upward mobility, strengthen the middle class, foster shared economic growth, and enable Americans of all backgrounds to understand and cooperate with one another to solve our toughest public challenges.

---

In this report, we recommend thirteen specific steps the federal government can take to develop new methods to define and measure such outcomes, use federal resources to build and apply evidence of what works, and help colleges and universities invest in student outcomes.

How to Use Data and Evidence to Help College Students Learn More and Graduate: Thirteen Key Recommendations

1. Improve Measures of Student Success

1.1 Create accurate, nationwide estimates of graduation rates.

1.2 Calculate reliable estimates of employment outcomes.

1.3 Invest in new measures of learning and civic outcomes.

1.4 Research methodologies to identify colleges that successfully serve disadvantaged students.

2. Build and Use Evidence of What Works

2.1 Invest a penny of every federal dollar in evaluation.

2.2 Designate a chief evaluation officer.

2.3 Identify and test innovative approaches.

2.4 Build the capacity of colleges to use data.

2.5 Build and apply evidence to improve TRIO and GEAR UP.

3. Fund Colleges for Student Success

3.1 Fund short-term training programs based on placement in good jobs.

3.2 Fund competency-based education programs based on student learning.

3.3 Reform campus-based student aid to promote better outcomes.

3.4 Prioritize outcomes in future major investments.
How We Got Here and Where We Need to Go

The American story of higher education is full of promise and challenge. Our nation has made great strides since World War II to build a system of higher education that is broadly available and affordable. Our research universities are considered the finest in the world. The economic returns from bachelor and professional degrees are at all-time highs, and community college degrees and certificates can also generate substantial economic returns. Many institutions serve as economic and cultural anchors of their communities. Colleges are ably serving their higher calling of helping students learn what it means to be human, become contributing members of our communities, and lead more complete lives.

Unfortunately, higher education institutions fail to graduate millions of students: only 55 percent of students enrolling in college for the first time in fall 2010 completed their program within six years. College tuition, net of scholarships, has grown faster than inflation for decades. And while the economic returns to college are high on average, there is great variation, and many students struggle to repay their loans. American colleges and universities need to build a more reliable path to graduation and their students’ postcollege goals, whether these include a secure job, graduate school, or simply an enriched life.

Progress So Far: Widespread Access to Higher Education

Since our founding, the United States has believed in the power of education as a way for Americans to build better lives for themselves and their families. America’s creed is equality of opportunity, and education is a primary pathway to that opportunity. Since World War II, our nation has accomplished the admirable feat of building a large, accessible, and surprisingly affordable system of higher education that serves more than 20 million students a year.

---

A century and a half ago, higher education was only for the elite, with a total national enrollment of only 52,000 students during the 1869–70 school year—the equivalent of only 1 percent of eighteen- to twenty-four-year-olds (figure 1). Public higher education slowly expanded through legislation such as the Morrill land-grant acts of 1862 and 1890, which provided federal funding to states to set up agricultural and mechanical colleges. Still, access to higher education remained limited, amounting to only 3.4 percent of eighteen- to twenty-four-year-olds by the end of World War I.

The era of mass higher education began after World War II, when the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 (also known as the GI Bill) helped large numbers of veterans enroll in college following the war. By 1950, 2.3 million Americans were enrolled in higher education, of whom more than two-thirds were male.

Motivated by the Soviet Union's early lead in the space race, Congress passed the National Defense Education Act in 1958, followed by the Higher Education Act of 1965. These laws funded education at all levels and created the federal financial aid programs.

Meanwhile, states invested in new systems of public universities and community colleges. The number of degree-granting institutions more than doubled between 1949 and 1999 to over four thousand. In the same period, enrollment in private colleges rose by 250 percent while enrollment in public institutions rose an astonishing 840 percent, pushing the total number of college students to over 15 million by the year 2000.
Since the turn of the century, enrollment in public higher education institutions has continued to rise, and the emergence of large for-profit universities has driven a parallel surge in enrollment in private institutions. After peaking at 21 million in 2011, college enrollment fell slightly to 20 million students in 2015, including 8.4 million at public four-year universities, 6.2 million at community colleges, 4.1 million at private nonprofit universities, and 1.3 million at private for-profit universities.\(^9\)

Substantial public investment helps pay for this: the federal government currently spends more than $50 billion a year in higher education scholarships and tax credits for students and makes an additional $100 billion a year in student loans. Overall, federal programs account for over a quarter of the total cost of the higher education system and ensures more equal access to higher education.\(^10\)

Progress toward greater access is experienced across income levels and racial and ethnic groups, although disparities remain. The share of recent high school completers enrolled in college by race and ethnicity between 2013 and 2015 was 63 percent among blacks, 67 percent among Hispanics, and 70 percent among whites. Asians are an outlier with a college enrollment rate of 87 percent (figure 2).\(^11\) Still, students of color remain underrepresented at Ivy League and other top schools.\(^12\)

Similarly, despite substantial progress, more work remains to close gaps across income levels. The share of recent high school completers enrolled in college grew 38 percentage points between 1975 and 2015 among those from low-income backgrounds, more than twice the growth among those from middle- and high-income backgrounds. As of 2015, 83 percent of recent high school completers from high-income families were enrolled in college, compared to 62 percent and 69 percent for those from middle- and low-income families respectively (figure 3).\(^13\)


Moreover, low-income students often attend very different schools than their high-income peers. For instance, recent research finds that Ivy League colleges enroll more students from the top 1 percent of the income distribution than from the bottom 50 percent and that such income disparities contribute to low mobility rates nationwide.\footnote{14. Chetty et al., “The Fading American Dream.”}

Overall, although there is still progress to be made in improving college access and particularly toward closing disparities among groups, the United States has made incredible strides since World War II. Since the time of our great-grandparents, we have built hundreds of colleges and universities and thrown open the doors of higher education, paving the way for millions of Americans to begin building better futures. To keep pace with other countries and a globally competitive economy, the United States needs to accelerate its gains.

The Next Challenge: College Completion and Student Outcomes

Despite increasing enrollment and strong evidence of the value of college, polls show that Americans are increasingly skeptical of the value of college. Only 49 percent of Americans believe that earning a four-year degree will lead to a good job and higher lifetime earnings.\footnote{15. Josh Mitchell and Douglas Belkin, “Americans Losing Faith in College Degree, Polls Find,” \textit{Wall Street Journal}, September 7, 2017. \url{https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-losing-faith-in-college-degrees-poll-finds-1504776601}.} Skepticism is particularly strong in white working-class voters, among whom a majority—57 percent—believe that a college degree “would result in more debt and little likelihood of landing a good paying job.”\footnote{16. Pete Brodnitz and Jill Normington, \textit{House Majority PAC White Working Class Voter Project (Continued)} (Expedition Strategies and Normington Petts, 2017). \url{http://static.politico.com/f2/08/7cab64cb4a0a91a46b57a9a7784a/house-majority-pac-poll.27.pdf}.} While this skepticism has a number of sources, including cultural divides, we have to acknowledge that higher education is not the reliable route to economic mobility it is meant to be.
First, far too many students start college but fail to graduate. Only 55 percent of students beginning in the fall of 2010 earned a degree or certificate within six years at either their original college or after transferring. Even among exclusively full-time students, only 81 percent of those beginning at four-year colleges and 55 percent of those at two-year colleges graduated within six years.  

A variety of obstacles may prevent students from graduating. A study funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation found that when asked why they left school, the majority of young adults (76 percent) cited the “need to work and make money.” Meanwhile, 54 percent reported needing a break from school, 52 percent claimed they could not afford the tuition and fees, 45 percent said they found classes boring, 41 percent cited not having enough time for their family, 35 percent claimed it was not worth the cost, and 34 percent said some classes were too difficult, among other reasons. This is consistent with research that finds graduation rates are correlated with factors that include socioeconomic background, financial aid, institutional selectivity, and high school rigor and grades.  

Second, even some college graduates experience economic hardship. For instance, among workers age thirty-five to forty-four, 10 percent of those with a bachelor’s degree earn $20,000 or less (figure 4). Meanwhile, the typical worker with a science, technology, engineering, or math (STEM) degree earns $71,000 a year, over 1.5 times the typical worker with an arts, liberal arts, or humanities degree (figure 5). Such patterns extend to postcollege outcomes more broadly—for instance, a 2017 Gallup and Strada Education Network survey found that, overall, STEM graduates are less likely than other graduates to report regretting their college decisions.  

---

**Figure 4. Variation in Earnings of Workers Age 35–44 by Educational Attainment, 2017**

![Graph showing variation in earnings by educational attainment](source: Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplement, 2017.)

**Figure 5. Earnings by College Major Subgroup among Workers, 2015**

![Graph showing earnings by college major subgroup](source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2015.)
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17. Shapiro et al., Completing College.
20. Flood et al., Integrated Public Use Microdata Series.
Finally, the growth in student debt has combined with low graduation rates and uncertain career outcomes to disastrous effect for students. To be clear, college remains an excellent investment for most students, student debt will not lead to an economy-wide collapse similar to the housing bubble, and relatively few students borrow six figures of debt. Four-year college graduates who borrowed owe an average of $30,100 but will typically earn $500,000 more over the course of their career in net present value.\(^{23}\)

Nonetheless, there is a student loan crisis: 1.1 million Americans defaulted on student loans in 2016.\(^{24}\) The typical student who began college during the 2003–2004 school year still owed 78 percent of the amount borrowed twelve years later, and the typical student who received a Pell Grant owed more than 90 percent.\(^{25}\) Nearly half of African American borrowers from this cohort defaulted.\(^{26}\)

Economists Adam Looney and Constantine Yannelis conclude that the increased defaults are concentrated among students who borrowed to attend colleges with low completion rates or poor employment outcomes.\(^{27}\) As a result, students with smaller loans are more likely to default.\(^{28}\) Students attending public and nonprofit four-year colleges and universities often borrow more but also tend to be more likely to graduate, find higher-earning jobs, and repay their loans.\(^{29}\)

Young people today are told that college is the smartest choice for them—but hundreds of thousands attempt college only to end up without a degree or a job and burdened with student debt. As a result, the goal of college affordability is increasingly intertwined with student outcomes. Students’ ability to repay their loans depends not only on the amount they borrow to cover the expenses of college but also largely on whether they graduate and find jobs. The next challenge facing higher education is to help students both enroll in college and graduate to help reach their goals.


\(^{28}\) Council of Economic Advisers, *Investing in Higher Education*.

\(^{29}\) Looney and Yannelis, *A Crisis in Student Loans*?
Better Results Are Possible

The picture is not grim—far from it. Evidence exists that shows colleges can achieve higher student retention and graduation rates, sometimes at little cost. In some cases, there are evidence-based practices that both improve student outcomes and either reduce college costs or increase revenues.

For instance, adaptive learning software developed by Carnegie Mellon University has been shown to help statistics students learn the same materials in one-quarter less time, at lower ongoing costs.30 The City University of New York launched a pilot project, Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), that nearly doubled community college graduations through a comprehensive set of reforms which included developmental education, financial aid, academic pathways, and student advising.31 While ASAP is more expensive per student, it is actually less expensive per graduate. Other examples of evidence-supported, cost-effective approaches to improving student outcomes are listed in table 1.

If we are committed to identifying what works and utilizing those tools, we can help many more students graduate, even within constrained budgets. Ultimately, efforts to help students reach their goals will succeed or fail on college campuses. The federal government, however, can do more—much more—to help colleges identify and sustain these needed reforms.

The following thirteen federal policy recommendations leverage the power of data and evidence to help improve student outcomes. Each represents an area of opportunity where the federal government can help colleges apply tools like those described in table 1. Together, these steps can improve the effectiveness of the more than $100 billion the federal government spends on student aid, tuition assistance, and research at colleges and universities and the additional $100 billion in new student loans each year. We group the recommendations into three broader goals: improving measures of success, building and applying evidence of success, and funding colleges for success.

STEP 1. IMPROVE MEASURES OF STUDENT SUCCESS

In elementary and secondary education, schools are required to test their students in reading, math, and science to ensure that every child is educated in these essential subjects. In post-secondary education, however, there can be no similar, universally applicable set of measures for success. The American higher education system encompasses a tremendously diverse range of colleges and educational programs, including comprehensive universities, liberal arts colleges, community colleges, trade schools, historically black colleges and universities, Hispanic-serving institutions, tribal colleges and universities, religious colleges, arts schools, and many more.

### TABLE 1: Evidence-Based Approaches to Improve Student Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Impact on Student Outcomes</th>
<th>Impact on Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASAP: Combines advising, tutoring, block schedules, and tuition waivers, as well as other financial assistance, for students needing developmental education.(^a)</td>
<td>Nearly doubled degree attainment from 22 to 40 percent.</td>
<td>Requires substantial increased investment per student, but reduces cost per graduate by 11 percent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsideTrack: Provides individualized coaching to college students.(^b)</td>
<td>Increased graduation rates by 4 percentage points.</td>
<td>At $500 per student per semester, relatively cost-effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text messages: Texts FAFSA information, refileing reminders, and resources to first-year college students.(^c)</td>
<td>Increased retention through sophomore year by almost 14 percentage points among community college students.</td>
<td>Costs only $5 per student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Acceleration Project: Trains and supports faculty to implement accelerated remedial English and math pathways.(^d)</td>
<td>Increased passage of transfer-level English by 1.5 to 2.3 times and transfer-level math by 4.5 times.</td>
<td>No ongoing costs after initial faculty training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University Open Learning Initiative: Adaptive learning software in statistics that assesses and responds to learners’ needs.(^e)</td>
<td>Same learning outcomes in one-quarter less time.</td>
<td>Potential for significant savings over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Foundation Math Pathways: Redesigned courses in developmental statistics and math.(^f)</td>
<td>Respectively tripled and doubled the share of students passing statistics and developmental math, in less time.</td>
<td>Increases institutional revenue by increasing retention rates, while reducing cost per graduate.(^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Belonging: Diverse older students share their stories with new students.(^h)</td>
<td>Cut racial disparities in GPA in half.</td>
<td>Very low costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^a\) Scrivener et al., *Doubling Graduation Rates.*


\(^e\) Bowen et al., *Interactive Learning Online at Public Universities.*


Students’ goals for postsecondary education are, if anything, even more diverse. A 2016 survey of incoming freshmen at four-year colleges conducted by UCLA found that the ability to get a better job was a very important reason to attend college for 84 percent of students, but 83 percent cited learning more about things that interested them, 76 percent wanted to gain a general education and appreciation of ideas, 61 percent were preparing for graduate school, and 51 percent sought to become a more cultured person, among other reasons.32

Despite this great diversity, there is general agreement on many goals for students. The vast majority of students hope to earn a degree or certificate. Occupational programs should help their graduates find jobs. Some disciplines may be able to agree on the core essential concepts their students should learn. In other areas, defining and measuring student outcomes may be more difficult. Greater work is needed to define and measure academic learning, students’ growth into empathetic and civically engaged citizens, and colleges’ contributions to stronger, more widely shared economic growth.

In order to achieve better outcomes, we need to undertake an effort to define and measure those outcomes. What matters generally gets measured and what gets measured generally gets more focus. Without goals, colleges have no clear vision for what they are expected to accomplish, no way to measure progress, and no way to distinguish between steps that promote efficiency and those that merely cut costs. Students are less able to find programs in line with their personal goals. In the absence of information, policy makers have no way to assess the effectiveness of government programs. Without common measurements, colleges struggle to learn from each other. By beginning to develop data and make it available—even if imperfect—the federal government can invest in improving measurements to help colleges improve.

**Recommendation 1.1. Create Accurate, Nationwide Estimates of Graduation Rates**

Congress should authorize the U.S. Department of Education (ED) to collect the data it needs to calculate better graduation rates, at lower administrative costs to colleges and subject to strict privacy protections. ED should establish on-time two- and four-year graduation rates for associate and bachelor’s degrees, respectively, as the primary measurement of college graduation, while continuing to calculate the currently used rate of three and six years, respectively.

Currently, there are several different sources for graduation rate data, each with significant shortcomings. Colleges participating in student aid programs are required to report their own graduation rates to ED using the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).33 In fall 2017, ED published graduation rates for part-time and transfer students for the first time.34 ED should add this information to the College Scorecard. But because colleges have no

---


way to determine whether departing students enroll elsewhere, this approach cannot distinguish between students who transfer and students who drop out. It does not produce individualized data that can be matched with other sources, such as wage records. Most importantly, it is slow to change: it took years to obtain graduation rates for part-time and transfer students, and graduation rates by program are likely infeasible due to the reporting burdens on colleges.

Colleges must also report information on financial aid recipients to the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS), including student-anticipated completion dates. In fall 2014, ED began to collect program-level information in the NSLDS, data that will be increasingly useful over time as more students move toward graduation. As an operational database, however, the NSLDS has a limited ability to support analytic work. Because many students do not receive financial aid every year, ED’s records are incomplete. And the NSLDS does not collect critical metrics such as race and academic preparation.

Eighty-four percent of colleges participating in the student aid programs—representing 97 percent of students—report detailed enrollment information to a private nonprofit, the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC). A number of institutions use the NSC to disclose additional information about graduation rates, such as through the Voluntary System of Accountability and the Voluntary Framework of Accountability. The NSC, however, only releases information aggregated across many colleges or with the colleges’ consent, making it very difficult to examine individual colleges and impossible to incorporate additional information, such as earnings outcomes, that would require student-level data.

As a result, our current system for tracking student graduation is unnecessarily complicated, redundant, confusing, and a burden on institutions. It also fails to provide insight into which groups of students are unlikely to graduate and how we might address their challenges.

Congress should improve the accuracy and completeness of graduation rate data by authorizing ED to collect data on students who do not receive student aid. A student-level data system would allow ED to calculate graduation rates for all students, reducing the burden on colleges while greatly improving the usefulness of the data.

For these reasons, the bipartisan Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking—the brainchild of U.S. Representative Paul Ryan and U.S. Senator Patty Murray—recently recommended that Congress reconsider bans on the collection and use of data to inform what works, subject to a
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robust set of student privacy protections. U.S. Senators Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Bill Cassidy (R-LA), and Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI), and U.S. Representative Paul Mitchell (R-MI)—along with six other House cosponsors—introduced the College Transparency Act, one proposal to accomplish this goal.  

In addition, ED should establish on-time graduation rates as the primary measure of college graduation on the College Scorecard and elsewhere, while also continuing to calculate rates for students who take longer to finish. The most widely used graduation rate today is 150 percent of normal time: six years for a four-year degree and three years for a two-year program. This remains an important measure of whether students ultimately reach their goal.

Finishing on time, however, makes college more affordable for both students and taxpayers and should be the goal. While part-time students will naturally take longer, we should also seek to help them graduate as quickly as possible and without excess credits. Efforts to establish uniform, comprehensive graduation rates for high school students helped drive a focus on raising graduation rates in recent years and could be a model. As partially done by IPEDS today, such data should be disaggregated by race, ethnicity, income, disability status, English Language Learner status, and homelessness.

**Recommendation 1.2. Calculate Reliable Estimates of Employment Outcomes**

ED should work with other federal agencies—such as the Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, or the Census Bureau—to calculate and publish reliable employment and earnings information for college students, including disaggregation by program, degree attainment, and student demographics. Subject to strict protections for the privacy of individual students, it should make aggregated and anonymized data available to college leaders, researchers, and policy makers.

As noted above, employment outcomes vary widely between colleges and among programs within colleges. Yet neither students nor educators have access to reliable, regularly updated data on employment outcomes. One measure that may be particularly useful is the expected earnings distribution over time. Research has suggested that because students are risk-averse, providing multiple parameters—such as expected earnings quintiles—may be more useful to students than just providing median estimates. A second potentially useful metric is the share of former students earning above a threshold, such as $25,000 or $30,000, that indicates economic self-sufficiency.

In recent years, an increasing amount of employment data has become available, but each of these sources has limitations. ED publishes median earnings and the share of students earning more than a high school graduate on the College Scorecard, but these data do not distinguish among majors or completion status and do not include other more-detailed descriptions of the
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earnings distribution. ED published median earnings by program for occupational programs through its gainful employment regulation, but it recently suspended efforts to calculate these rates and their future is in doubt. The College Scorecard and gainful employment earnings measures are also limited to federal aid recipients, which in some cases is a narrow subset of an institution’s overall student body.

A small number of states are now publishing employment outcomes—many through the American Institutes for Research College Measures effort—but these data are based on state unemployment records, which generally do not include graduates who move out of state or who are not eligible for unemployment insurance, such as independent contractors, service members, some government officials, ministers and members of the clergy, and a few other groups. Unemployment insurance data are also more difficult to adjust for geographic differences in the cost of living because they are reported based upon the location of the employer’s headquarters, not the employee’s job or home.

Finally, private sector economic firms have data that can illuminate the value of college based on government surveys and an analysis of job postings and social media sites like LinkedIn. These firms do not provide reliable and widely accessible data on employment outcomes for students in different fields of study year after year.

As a result, students are denied the ability to make informed decisions about their futures, including what to study and how much they can afford to borrow in student loans. Research suggests that these information gaps may be particularly large for low-income and first-generation students and may affect students’ decisions, including whether to attend college and choice of major. Similarly, educators are unable to work on improving not only their graduation rates but also the employment success of their students.

In past years, Senators Ron Wyden (D-OR), Marco Rubio (R-FL), and Mark Warner (D-VA) have introduced the Student Right to Know Before You Go Act to create more reliable data on employment outcomes. Legislation is not needed, however, to generate and publish reliable, actionable, and privacy-protected data by matching U.S. Department of Education records with earnings data from another federal agency.

**Recommendation 1.3. Invest in New Measures of Learning and Civic Outcomes**

ED should dedicate $5 million a year to seed the higher education community’s own efforts to define the goals of higher education. These resources could be drawn from ED’s evaluation funds (see Recommendation 2.1) and support the efforts of colleges to work together on new measurements of student learning and civic engagement.

---


Measuring graduation and employment is insufficient to capture the goals of our higher education system. An essential purpose of higher education is to make us better human beings, learn what it means to be contributing members of society, foster a lifelong interest in learning and development, equip young people to become informed participants in our democracy, and otherwise help students lead more complete lives. Indeed, students value these outcomes, as evidenced by the UCLA survey mentioned above. Colleges are also important engines of economic development, bringing benefits to their communities that include economic growth, tax revenue, and a reduced burden on public benefit programs.

And yet, colleges suffer from a shortage of instruments to use to measure whether students are reaching those goals. A federal investment in developing better definitions of the goals and measures of these broader purposes of higher education will help colleges seriously pursue them as part of their academic programs, while preventing reductionist efforts to measure colleges and universities solely by the economic return enjoyed by their students.

At the core of the academic enterprise is measuring student learning. This is likely best done by letting each discipline define for itself the essential concepts, as in the efforts described in figure 6. Federal resources could be used to expand these efforts and seed new ones.

Colleges and universities also cultivate and promote the values and skills that are fundamental to American citizenship and participation in the institutions of civil society and representative government. Colleges and universities often place civic education at the core of their missions, and almost every state addresses civic education in state statute.43 Given the worrisome decline in most of the measures of civic health, the time could not be more urgent for colleges and universities to take further steps to meet their missions.

For example, the College of William and Mary, James Madison University, and Averett University made common cause to secure the commitment of every college in the state of Virginia to create service year fellowships, connect national service opportunities to courses of study, and participate in a Virginia Campus Compact to help sustain the effort over time. Those Americans who are more civically active also have higher employment rates, better health, better educational outcomes, and lower social service costs.44

One implication of this civic focus is that service years should be valued alongside employment as a positive outcome. For example, ED could look at former students’ service in the military, in civilian national service, and in other public and nonprofit roles, or by publishing the percentage of each college’s graduates engaged in employment eligible for public sector loan forgiveness. Another example is Tufts University’s National Study of Learning, Voting, and Engagement. By combining student enrollment records with publicly available voting records, Tufts has created an objective measure of student civic engagement.45

44. Atwell, Bridgeland, and Levine, Civic Deserts.
Figure 6. College-Led Efforts to Define Student Learning

- In 2011, the Lumina Foundation released the first draft of the Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP), which it calls “a baseline set of reference points for what students should know and be able to do for the award of associate, bachelor’s and master’s degrees, regardless of their field of study.” The DQP is intended to help faculty clearly define the specific learning outcomes that degrees represent and has been used by more than six hundred colleges and universities to clarify students’ goals and strengthen classes and programs.\textsuperscript{a}

- The Association of American Colleges and Universities’ Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) includes rubrics to evaluate the sixteen intellectual, practical, personal, and social LEAP essential learning outcomes, including civic engagement. As of 2015, the rubrics have been downloaded more than 42,000 times by 4,200 unique institutions, including 2,800 colleges and universities.\textsuperscript{b} Other projects have built off of the VALUE rubrics, including the Multi-State Collaborative to Advance Quality Student Learning.\textsuperscript{c}

- Measuring College Learning is a project that engaged faculty in six disciplines—biology, business, communication, economics, history, and sociology—to define what their students should learn and, ultimately, how that learning should be measured. It has sought to be driven by faculty, and any assessments will be voluntary, rigorous, and based on multiple measures.\textsuperscript{d}

- Transforming Post-Secondary Education in Mathematics (TPSE Math) seeks to strengthen math education for all students, regardless of their field of study, at universities, four-year colleges, and community colleges. It brings together faculty, administrators, disciplinary societies, and membership associations. Their goals include developing multiple lower-division pathways aligned to students’ needs and redesigning upper-division curriculum to better meet the needs of employers and other disciplines.\textsuperscript{e}

\textsuperscript{a} See Lumina Foundation, Degree Qualifications Profile, \url{http://dqmfile.org}.
\textsuperscript{c} See State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, Multi-State Collaborative to Advance Quality Student Learning—The “MSC,” \url{http://www.sheeo.org/projects/multi-state-collaborative-advance-quality-student-learning%E2%80%94-msc}.
\textsuperscript{d} See Social Science Research Council, Measuring College Learning Project + Resource Center, \url{http://highered.ssrc.org/projects/measuring-college-learning-project}.
\textsuperscript{e} See TPSE Math, \url{http://www.tpsemath.org}.
**Recommendation 1.4. Research Methodologies to Identify Colleges that Successfully Serve Disadvantaged Students**

ED should support new research into the academic and financial challenges students face to better identify the colleges that are succeeding with the most challenging students.

Closing disparities and helping many more students succeed at college will require strong outcomes for all students, not only the most financially and academically well-prepared students. To be sure, all students should be held to the same high expectations: the mere fact that a student is disadvantaged should not provide a pass for lackluster outcomes. But any effort to assess colleges must account for the reality that students with academic gaps or financial obstacles are, on average, more challenging to serve.

Measuring completion rates otherwise could backfire by leading colleges to refuse to enroll academically challenged students. New methodologies are needed to distinguish between colleges achieving strong outcomes while enrolling primarily students who are strong academically and financially secure from those colleges achieving strong outcomes while enrolling students from all backgrounds. These questions become even more important in the design of performance funding systems.

**STEP 2. BUILD AND USE EVIDENCE OF WHAT WORKS**

Measuring student outcomes is necessary to improving them but is not sufficient alone. The federal government should also use its resources to identify successful strategies that colleges can use to achieve better results. Many of the recommendations below were included in the final report of the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking mentioned above, as well as bipartisan legislation to implement those recommendations, the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act of 2017, sponsored by Speaker Paul Ryan and Senator Patty Murray.

**Recommendation 2.1. Invest a Penny of Every Federal Dollar in Evaluation**

Congress should invest 1 percent of discretionary higher education funding, excluding Pell and other student loans, in program evaluations to determine what works so that the other 99 percent...
is spent more effectively and efficiently. Congress should require ED to develop an annual learning agenda that describes how these resources will be spent.

High-growth industries invest 10 to 20 percent of sales revenues in research and development, according to one estimate, while many mature industries invest 2 to 3 percent. But according to a U.S. Government Accountability Office report, only 37 percent of federal program managers reported that an evaluation of their programs had been completed in the last five years.

Setting aside 1 percent of discretionary higher education funding, excluding Pell grants and student loans, would allow $47 million a year for evaluation. Congress enacted a similar provision for K-12 education in the 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), setting aside 0.5 percent of funds for evaluation. Other federal agencies, such as the U.S. Agency for International Development and the Millennium Challenge Corporation, invest more than 1 percent per year, as highlighted in Results for America’s Federal Invest in What Works Index.

Each year, ED should develop a learning agenda to describe how it will use funds set aside to answer major research, evaluation, and policy questions in order to improve the effectiveness of all its programs, including ED’s higher education and student aid programs. The annual budget request should also describe the evidence base for new programs and for programs receiving increased funding, as well as how ED plans to use evidence to improve the effectiveness of existing activities. In important areas where a strong research base does not yet exist, ED should propose strategies to generate new information about what works.

Supported research should include randomized trials, which remain the gold standard of program evaluation. It should also include new forms of evaluation—drawing on administrative data, machine learning, and rapid testing of alternative communications (such as websites, email, and texting)—that can address problems that are not conceptually neat, as well as offer faster and more actionable guidance that can enable constantly improving outcomes.

Congress should also provide explicit authority for ED to combine a portion of these funds with regulatory waivers provided through its Experimental Sites authority to support evaluation of those experiments. The Experimental Sites Initiative allows ED to waive regulatory requirements with the goal of informing future legislation and regulatory change. And yet, there are no resources to evaluate whether these pilot programs succeed. These waivers should be integrated into a higher education learning agenda and backed by resources for evaluation, including randomized trials where appropriate.

---


Recommendation 2.2. Designate a Chief Evaluation Officer

ED should designate a chief evaluation officer to create and carry out a research and learning agenda, inform major policy and budgetary decisions, and help the agency improve the effectiveness of its programs, as recommended by the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking and required under the proposed Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking Act.

For example, since 2010 the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has had a Chief Evaluation Office led by a chief evaluation officer, a career position that coordinates evaluations agency-wide. This small evaluation staff—supplemented by temporary employees and relationships across the agency—have helped cement a commitment to independent, evidence-based culture in DOL policy making. The office ensures that policy decisions are informed by the best available evidence, helps senior leaders identify and close gaps in the most important knowledge, and supports efforts to strengthen the management of the agency by helping define and measure performance goals.

ED’s evaluation office could play another important role: helping ED program staff support colleges, universities, and others to understand and apply evidence in their use of federal funds. With support, staff could move beyond simply ensuring compliance with federal grant rules and support efforts to evaluate practices, make data collections more useful, and use evidence to drive improvement. For example, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services supports Head Start centers by compiling research literature, implementation advice, training manuals, and other materials that improve the quality of Head Start.

Recommendation 2.3. Identify and Test Innovative Approaches

Congress should invest $100 million in a new evidence-based innovation program to establish and grow promising and proven approaches to helping students learn, graduate, and find jobs.

With the Every Student Succeeds Act, Congress established a new program, the Education Innovation and Research program, to provide small grants to test promising approaches to improving K-12 schools, moderate grants to validate programs that have been successfully implemented at least once, and larger grants to replicate programs with sizable benefits. This tiered-evidence approach places many smaller bets to build evidence on what works, while directing more resources to programs with demonstrated success.

Congress should invest $100 million in a similar new evidence-based program for higher education. This program—a next generation Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE)—could establish and grow promising and proven approaches to helping students learn, graduate, find

jobs, and otherwise improve student outcomes without raising costs. It should provide smaller grants to evaluate promising ideas and larger grants to validate ideas with promising results. ED should set competitive priorities and be able to waive matching fund requirements to encourage equitable participation from all communities.

The largest grants should be reserved for implementation at scale. Winners of these grants should be able to demonstrate that they will not only apply evidence but also use data to monitor the program’s effectiveness and continue to improve.

Because a small federal program cannot possibly support the nationwide application of proven practices, these implementation resources should be used where there is potential for significantly outsized impact. Recipients should have persuasive plans to sustain these interventions after the end of federal funding and to scale effective practices beyond directly funded work. For example, innovation awards can work hand-in-hand with outcomes-based funding by providing seed funding for new approaches that can be sustained by funding attached to stronger outcomes.

Finally, as discussed in Recommendation 1.3, these resources should also be used to facilitate college-led efforts to define learning outcomes.

**Recommendation 2.4. Build the Capacity of Colleges to Use Data**

ED should establish new technical assistance centers to improve colleges’ capacity to use data and evidence responsibly to improve student outcomes. Congress should provide dedicated funding to allow ED to expand technical assistance capabilities beyond what is possible within its program administration budget.

Ultimately, the success of efforts to improve student outcomes will be determined at the campus level. One cost-effective and increasingly popular strategy is data-driven performance management, including the use of predictive analytics. Colleges use data to diagnose where students face obstacles and work together to develop interventions to overcome them. Although difficult to rigorously evaluate, the use of data has been linked to positive outcomes.

Most notably, Georgia State University’s Graduation and Progression Success advising program features an early warning system which uses data on student performance to alert advisers to students who may be at high risk for not graduating. Since its rollout in 2013, Georgia State’s four-year graduation rates have increased 6 percent and graduation gaps have closed for low-income, first-generation, and minority students. Georgia State also provides microgrants to at-risk students through its Panther Retention Grants program. Similarly, the introduction of the eAdvisor program at Arizona State University has helped the on-time graduation rate climb 20 percentage points since 2002.

---

55. See Georgia State University, Student Success Programs, [http://success.gsu.edu/](http://success.gsu.edu/)
56. “ASU 4-year Graduation Rate up 20 Points since 2002,” [ASU Now](https://asunow.asu.edu/content/asu-4-year-graduation-rate-20-points-2002).
Many colleges and universities, however, lack the technical and staff capacity to use data to diagnose problems, identify potential evidence-based solutions, and act on those improvements. Academics studying performance funding for higher education have identified the lack of colleges’ capacity to use data as a key obstacle.\(^{57}\) Former college presidents William Bowen and Michael McPherson suggested that ED provide technical assistance to colleges.\(^{58}\)

ED’s Office of Postsecondary Education should also house new technical assistance labs to help colleges use evaluation data for continuous improvement. The technical assistance could also include developing guidelines to ensure that data is used to promote equity, rather than increase discrimination. The effort could be modeled on the Regional Educational Laboratory program, which works with school districts, state departments of education, and others to use data and research to improve academic outcomes for students.

**Recommendation 2.5. Build and Apply Evidence to Improve TRIO and GEAR UP**

Congress and ED should reform the TRIO and GEAR UP programs in order to build and apply evidence on what works in helping more students enroll in and succeed at college.

The TRIO and GEAR UP programs invest $1.3 billion per year in a variety of approaches for helping disadvantaged students move through middle school, high school, and college.\(^{59}\) They are large competitive programs and constitute a substantial share of the federal investment in higher education, outside of student aid. Right now, however, these recipients are allowed to present little, if any, evidence before receiving federal funding.

Congress should authorize ED to differentiate the amount of funding it provides TRIO and GEAR UP programs. Grantees that are willing to test their approaches and document what works should receive larger awards. Grantees that incorporate evidence in designing their programs should receive even larger awards to bring effective practice to the largest group of students. This tiered structure would, over time, turn more research into effective practices and direct federal funds toward what works.

These evaluation efforts should identify the practices that help programs succeed to support continuous improvement over time. Funded programs should no longer be paid to use approaches that have been tested and proven not to work. Evaluation studies should not seek a misleading, overly broad up-or-down verdict on the overall program.

Even without congressional action, ED has begun considering whether applicants plan to use evidence in making grant decisions, including for the TRIO programs Upward Bound and Upward

---

\(^{57}\) Kevin Dougherty et al., *Performance Funding for Higher Education* (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016).


Bound Math and Science as well as for GEAR UP. By regulation, ED should revise the prior experience points that provide substantial competitive advantage to existing grantees to provide ongoing support to those TRIO programs committed to evidence-based continuous improvement. Finally, as discussed in Recommendation 2.2, a new chief evaluation officer could support this transition by compiling evidence-based practices to support TRIO and GEAR UP programs’ efforts to improve.

As proposed by the Trump administration, Congress should repeal its ban on studies that use random assignment of students to determine the most effective practices in TRIO. Rigorous studies are an important tool to make sure that federal resources have the greatest possible impact on students’ lives. Congress should consider making TRIO and GEAR UP funds available to nonprofit organizations, including those serving multiple school districts and college campuses, that use evidence to develop their proposed activities.

**STEP 3. FUND COLLEGES FOR STUDENT SUCCESS**

A college education is a joint enterprise among students and families and colleges with the financial support of federal and state governments. All of these investors have a stake in students' success. Federal policy should reflect this shared responsibility.

**Why Fund Colleges Based on Success**

Colleges and universities are traditionally funded based upon the number of students they enroll at the start of the semester. There is some logic to this approach, as colleges incur costs for each student they enroll and the principal goal of federal education policy for decades has been to increase access. Funding influences colleges’ priorities, however, and enrollment-based funding may have contributed to a system that enrolls many students but graduates too few of them. Indeed, efforts to help students improve outcomes, such as on-time graduation, often do not bring additional funding and may even create a gap in the budget by reducing the time each student spends enrolled. Although college faculty members and administrators are generally deeply invested in the success of their students, they must also maintain the sustainability of their institution’s budget.

Led by Ohio and Tennessee, most states are moving toward funding their public colleges, at least in part, based on student outcomes. While the evidence on this approach is mixed, there are some early indications that these experiments can impact colleges’ focus on improving student outcomes and may have played a role in the rising graduation rates in those states.

---


62. See our forthcoming paper on state policy for further discussion of state performance funding policies.
Even the best-designed state policies are currently limited to public institutions, however, and do not reach the private nonprofit and for-profit colleges that enroll more than a quarter of the nation’s students.63 The impact of state performance funding may also be limited by the decades-long trend toward state budget cuts, particularly during recessions. In many states, early experiments in performance funding were abandoned in the recession and political turnover of the early 2000s. Moreover, many states’ design formulas are opaque, further reducing their effectiveness in changing colleges’ incentives.

Only the federal government can provide incentives that reach all colleges. As state funding has been cut in recent years and federal funding has grown, the federal and state governments now contribute comparable amounts of resources to higher education.64 Over time, federal spending must move in the direction of rewarding student success.

The primary federal investment in higher education—the Pell program—is based largely on student enrollment, not on measures of success such as course completion. Although Pell funds flow to colleges in the name of individual students, in practice they are primarily used to pay tuition and therefore constitute a major funding stream for the institutions themselves.

Some for-profit colleges receive as much as 90 percent of their funding from federal financial aid, making them a useful illustration of the incentives for colleges created by those programs.65 Some for-profit colleges have been pioneers in efforts to serve working adults by offering predictable schedules, well-defined programs, online courses, and connections to employers.66 But others have used high-pressure, sometimes deceptive, tactics to enroll students without reliably graduating them or helping them find jobs.67 These colleges can earn large profits without serving students well because the federal student aid programs pay them to enroll students, not necessarily to help students succeed. Public and nonprofit institutions have different missions, governance structures, and more diverse funding sources, but existing federal programs still fail to reward all types of colleges for investing in stronger student outcomes.

For similar reasons, there has been a recent shift to performance-based funding in another human services industry that relies heavily on highly educated professionals: health care. Doctors and hospitals have traditionally been paid on a fee-for-service basis, rather than for the results they achieved. However, the fee-for-service model has encouraged wasteful or unnecessary care, contributing to our nation’s exceptionally expensive health-care system.\(^6\) Policy makers are now working to reward health-care providers for delivering better health outcomes at lower cost. Such incentives also move our system toward more effective coordinated and preventive care, which makes people healthier and makes the health-care system more fiscally sustainable.

**How to Invest in Better Outcomes**

As advocates for evidence-based policy, we need to be frank where the evidence base is not yet developed. Policy makers do not yet know enough about how to measure student outcomes effectively, particularly in light of different student characteristics. The higher education community also needs to work with high schools and employers to build shared ownership over a school-to-work pipeline and to encourage innovation around strategies to build this pipeline.

Advocates of funding colleges based on outcomes have one more consideration: outcomes typically arrive years after the colleges provide the education. For this reason alone, our colleges can never be funded entirely based on outcomes.

A properly designed financing system would allow colleges to sustain and grow investments in quality. As we reward successful colleges with additional resources, we will encourage them to invest in student outcomes as a key strategy to assure long-term strength—just as colleges build endowment and enrollment pipelines today. We should be ambitious but realistic about how to utilize new performance-driven approaches, and we should strengthen efforts to build that knowledge.

As a result, Congress and the administration should commit to moving in the direction of rewarding colleges for investing in student outcomes, starting with flexible, incremental steps that allow for learning and course corrections along the way. In some cases, these new incentives could encourage student completion. Where appropriate, they could encourage colleges to focus on employment outcomes. The goal should be to develop practical experience so that if and when the federal government makes new investments in higher education, they can be designed with the goal of promoting student success.

Recommendations 3.1 to 3.4 present specific steps Congress could take to experiment with outcome-based funding. In implementing these recommendations, Congress could consider testing one or more existing models, including those listed in figure 7.

---

Figure 7. Promising Models for Success Funding

- **Pay colleges over time.** In the summer of 2017, Congress enacted a five-year pilot program to pay qualified providers to train military veterans for careers in technology. Trainers receive 25 percent of the funds when a student enrolls, another 25 percent when the student completes the program, and the final 50 percent when the student finds a job. The pilot requires the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs to give preference to providers who offer money-back guarantees when students cannot find jobs.

- **Graduation and job placement bonuses.** Brookings Institution economists Tiffany Chou, Adam Looney, and Tara Watson suggest paying colleges a bonus for graduating low-income students who find a job paying at least $25,000 a year. Paying colleges based on each successful student—and not the graduation rate—avoids creating disincentives for colleges to admit disadvantaged students. Because nearly all college graduates who are employed earn more than $25,000 a year, this approach rewards colleges for helping students achieve a family-supporting wage but does not unduly push colleges and students toward the highest-paid jobs.

- **Graduates’ earnings.** The Texas State Technical College System is funded based on graduates’ earnings. Specifically, schools are provided a fraction of the increased tax revenue resulting from their graduates’ wages, relative to the taxes paid by typical minimum wage workers. In Texas, the legislature has not always fully funded this formula. Nonetheless, this model may be appropriate where the college’s primary goal is to help its students earn as high a wage as possible.

- **Student competency.** An ideal performance-based system would pay colleges for demonstrated student learning. However, such a system may not yet be feasible because it is not clear how to credibly assess how much entering students know. As a result, the federal government could end up paying substantial sums merely to certify what students already know.

---

---
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Recommendation 3.1. Fund Short-Term Training Programs Based on Placement in Good Jobs

Congress should fund short-term training programs based on their success in helping students find jobs.

U.S. Senators Rob Portman (R-OH) and Tim Kaine (D-VA) have developed the Jumpstart Our Businesses by Supporting Students (JOBS) Act of 2017, which would expand Pell scholarships to high-quality short-term training programs. Under current law, colleges can offer Pell grants to their students only if they are enrolled in programs that are at least 600 hours or fifteen weeks long, the length of a traditional semester. The Portman-Kaine proposal would lower these thresholds to 150 hours or eight weeks.69 A similar Democratic bill, the Pell Grant Preservation and Expansion Act, requires these programs to report outcomes and meet state licensure requirements.70

Some short-term job training programs have outsized impacts on earnings and could merit financial support. However, not all do. There is bipartisan concern that in harnessing well-intentioned innovation such a proposal could unintentionally provide federal subsidies to low-quality programs.71

One step to ensure that taxpayer dollars support only effective short-term programs is to fund programs based on the numbers of students who find jobs. For example, a policy could provide only partial payment until students have graduated and found well-paid jobs. Because they are intended to lead to employment—which can be quantified—training programs may be particularly well suited to this approach.

Recommendation 3.2. Fund Competency-Based Education Programs Based on Student Learning

Congress should fund competency-based education programs based on their success in helping students learn.

U.S. Representative Jared Polis (D-CO) and cosponsors have proposed a demonstration project for competency-based education programs in the Advancing Competency-Based Education Act of 2017.72 Under current law, student aid rules allow colleges to award academic credit based on demonstrated knowledge and skills rather than time spent in class. But the rules were designed for traditional academic programs, and their adaptation is clumsy.73

The Polis bill has the potential to expand programs that may be lower cost and effective at helping students reach their goal. Granting academic credit based upon demonstrated knowledge, rather than time in the classroom, is a potentially transformational approach. Implemented effectively, it could make college cheaper and faster, while also ensuring the students master the necessary skills and knowledge.

However, as with funding short-term training programs, unless there is careful attention to quality assurance, competency-based education could unintentionally provide federal subsidies to low-quality programs. Conditioning payment on whether students achieve their goals—including not only completion but also employment or further education—could provide additional assurance of quality.

Before expanding eligibility, Congress should require that new programs establish a system for demonstrating their students’ learning gains, including independent assessments of what students know before and after enrolling in the program. It should allow ED to pay colleges in part based on the number of students who master the material, not solely on the number of students they serve.

**Recommendation 3.3. Reform Campus-Based Student Aid to Promote Better Outcomes**

Congress should distribute funding for the Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG) scholarships and Perkins student loans based on success in helping disadvantaged students graduate from college and reform the federal work-study program to support better employment outcomes.

In 2017, the federal government spent almost $2 billion on two “campus-based” student aid programs, so called because they allow colleges to allocate financial aid among students: FSEOG scholarships and the federal work-study program. The Trump administration’s budget proposal would eliminate FSEOG scholarships and cut the work-study program in half. Meanwhile, Congress recently allowed another campus-based student aid program, the Perkins student loan program, to lapse. Instead of ending these programs, they could be reformed to better promote student outcomes while continuing to improve access to higher education.

Congress should give the FSEOG scholarships and Perkins student loans new purpose by reducing the cost of college at the colleges that are serving students well. They should provide FSEOG and Perkins funds to colleges that enroll and graduate large numbers of low-income students. This approach will recognize colleges that are serving students well at an affordable price and give students an added incentive to go to colleges where they get the biggest bang for the buck. To enable learning and improvement over time, Congress should define the objectives for the funding formula and allow ED the flexibility to amend it over time, while also directing ED to carry out oversight to ensure outcomes measures are not gamed and student outcomes do not suffer as a result.

---
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Work-study jobs—too often in the cafeteria or library—are a missed opportunity to offer students meaningful learning experiences that connect their education with their future employment. Congress should reform the work-study program to give students an opportunity to explore academic or career internships. Rather than subsidizing menial work, students should be offered research opportunities, service summer experiences, or jobs in companies, nonprofits, or community organizations. Whatever the type of job, it should be connected to students’ academic and career interests. To encourage colleges to strengthen ties with employers, Congress should allocate work-study funds to colleges that successfully help work-study students graduate, perform national service, and find jobs.

**Recommendation 3.4. Prioritize Outcomes in Future Major Investments**

When considering major new investments in higher education, Congress should ensure that it rewards colleges for improving student outcomes, such as higher achievement while in school, higher college completion rates, earning degrees related to labor market needs, finding jobs, and other post-completion outcomes such as encouraging students to perform a year of national service.

In the current Congress, a leading strategy is a student loan risk-sharing proposal. A number of thoughtful papers have been written on how to structure such a program. Similarly, a number of leading Democrats have proposed plans to eliminate college tuition, and there have been many debates about what it means to make college free and what types of students and colleges should be eligible.

Neither of these proposals appear likely to be enacted right away. Should a time come when Congress is considering a major infusion of resources into higher education, however, it should take care to design the program to yield better student results.

These major new investments could be an opportunity to reward colleges for improving student outcomes. For example, a risk-sharing proposal could discourage colleges from serving disadvantaged students because disadvantaged students cost more per year. Providing colleges with a bonus for each student who graduates and finds a job would complement a risk-sharing proposal, allowing colleges who successfully serve disadvantaged students to come out ahead. Similarly, new programs to pay for college tuition must also address the quality of education by funding colleges based on their success in helping students from all backgrounds graduate, find jobs, and reach their other goals.

---

CONCLUSION

Our nation’s colleges and universities are a uniquely valuable asset that make indispensable contributions to our American economy, society, and democracy. College graduates are more economically secure, make larger contributions to economic growth, are more civically engaged, and are more likely to continue to learn over the course of their lives.

These contributions are critical today. Workers' wages have been largely stagnant for over a decade. Too few students graduate, and too many default on their student loans. Greater citizen engagement in the workings of our democracy is particularly important in these divided times.

To take full advantage of our investments in higher learning, federal policy makers need to help colleges and universities better serve students. They can do this by sharing more data on student outcomes, such as graduation rates, learning, and employment; building and applying evidence on how colleges can help students succeed; and ensuring that investments in student quality are sustainable. We don’t have a moment to lose.
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